Instant Rebate:
Save up to $250 on SATA/SAS RAID Cards

High-port RAID Controllers -

Get BIG competitive savings on the Adaptec Series 3 Unified Serial®

Available in 16-, 20-, and 28-port

(SATA/SAS) RAID controllers. Designed for entry-level to mid-range servers and

configurations, Adaptec Series 5 High

workstations, the Adaptec Series 3 controllers offer excellent I/O performance,

Port Unified Serial® (SATA/SAS) RAID

high throughput and expanded scalability for enterprise storage systems. Valid

Controllers are ideal for large-volume

through June 30th or while supplies last.

storage applications and are equipped
with Intelligent Power Management.

Read more

Read more >>

New Whitepaper:
Setting up RAID Arrays in Windows SBS
Windows Small Business Server (SBS) is a popular operating system for small
and medium businesses, but it presents some daunting storage challenges for
builders. The key to successfully implementing SBS lies in creating RAID arrays

Save up to $250 - Get rebates of up to

that deliver the best performance and flexibility. Learn latest RAID Tech Bulletin

$250 on the purchase of high-port

offers important tips for setting up an optimal SBS RAID solution.

Adaptec Series 3 (SATA/SAS) RAID

Download Now

Controllers. Hurry - this offer ends June
30th and supplies are limited.

New Webinar:
Adaptec Intelligent Power Management

Read more >>

Imagine slashing your storage power and cooling cost by up to 70%. Even when idle,
datacenter disk drives draw full power and waste electricity. Find out how you can
deliver best-of-breed, energy-efficient solutions and save money. Watch this free
webinar.
RAID Tech Bulletin - The latest RAID

View Now

Tech Bulletin explores the challenges
in setting up the correct RAID arrays in
Windows SBS and uncovers the

Calculate Your Potential Power Savings

optimal solution.

All Adaptec Series 5 RAID controllers come with Adaptec Intelligent Power Management,

Read more >>

an industry-first innovation that can slash storage power and cooling costs by up to 70%
with no compromise in performance.
Calculate your storage power savings

Adaptec Wins Top Awards
Adaptec was named a Top 20 Strategic Storage Vendor by ChannelWeb, the global
leader in technology sales information, and has also been named "Best Channel
Vendor" in the storage category by Business Solutions, a leading technology
magazine focused on growth strategies for the IT channel. Adaptec was the only
RAID controller vendor to earn either of these honors.
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